ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVITIES
FOR AGES 7–8
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RSK IS AN ENVIRONMENTAL
AND ENGINEERING BUSINESS.

We help companies to do their projects without
hurting the environment. We work with lots of different
customers all around the world.
We offer high-quality services while working to high
environmental, health and safety standards.
We have put this resource together to introduce you
to environmental consulting and to help you with your
educational journey.

www.rskgroup.com

WHAT DOES RSK DO?
We have lots of experts working at RSK. Just like you, they went to school to learn literacy and
numeracy skills and about science and the world around us. Some then went on to learn more
about the subjects they were really interested in. Here is an explanation of the types of work that
we do at RSK.
Archaeology

Archaeologists look at how people lived and worked long ago. They look
for old clues and objects that will help us to understand history and the past.
Sometimes, they find real treasure, which is really exciting.

Agricultural consultancy

Our agricultural consultants help farmers to find the best way to grow crops and
trees and to rear animals while also being kind to the environment and nature.

Civil engineering

Civil engineers work with construction companies and help them to design
roads, bridges, dams and other important structures. Sometimes, they check
old roads and bridges to make sure they are still safe. They also look at water
supplies and design drains to take dirty water away to be cleaned up.

Ecology

Ecology is all about living things such as plants, animals, birds and fish and the
environment where they live. If where they live changes, this can cause problems
with how they eat, live and survive.

Energy consulting

You might have heard about global warming at school. The RSK energy team
gives advice on the best heat and power systems for businesses. They can
help people to save money on their bills while reducing the harm that making
electricity does to nature.

Environmental management

Our environmental management team comes up with the best way to do
construction projects. Building things changes the local area, so this team tells
construction companies how noise, smell, traffic, buildings, people and other
man-made things will affect the environment.

Geology

Geology is the science of rocks and how they were created and how they
change over time. It is important to understand how the Earth was made when
we are planning where to build houses and schools. Sometimes, our geologists
are lucky enough to find fossils.

Geotechnical engineering

Geotechnical engineers solve engineering problems with help from geologists
and hydrologists. These engineers work in lots of different places. They find
ways to make roads safe from falling rocks near mountains or help to prevent
landslides that might cause buildings to fall down.

Hydrology

Hydrologists study where water is on our planet and how it moves around.
The water cycle includes rain, rivers, lakes, streams, drains, seas and oceans.
Knowing about it is very important when trying to stop flooding in areas where
people live and work.

Laboratory

We have lots of laboratories where we carry out science experiments. We
do tests on the samples that our engineers, geologists and environmental
scientists collect.

Remediation

Sometimes oil, chemicals and other things that are bad for the environment
escape and cause pollution. When this happens, we must make the ground
better again and take the pollution away or stop it from causing more damage
to nature. This is called remediation.

Structural engineering

Structural engineers design the “bones and muscles” of buildings and bridges
so that they are strong enough to stand up for many years. Our engineers have
worked on some really impressive man-made structures.

We hope you enjoy the activities with our teams. We have put in a few jokes in along the way!

LUNCH LAUNCH WITH RSK RESPONSE
Today, there is a very important lunch at RSK Response’s headquarters. We are launching a new
decontamination service. Decontamination is a word that means clean up. It is when people and
companies remove nasty germs and chemicals that might hurt people, animals or the environment.
The new RSK service is for businesses that want to get rid of germs in their buildings that might
make people sick.
We want to start telling people about our new decontamination service and we need your help to
create an advertisement. We have put our logo and phone number in the picture box below.
Please draw a picture that you think will help people to understand how we clean up environmental
problems. We will also need you to think of a slogan – some words or a sentence that will make it
easy for people to remember what we do.

RSK RESPONSE 01207 594921
Laboratory joke:
Why did the germs cross the microscope?
To get to the other slide.

Activity

ROCK AROUND THE
CLOCK WITH THE
RSK GEOLOGISTS
We are looking at a day in
the life of the RSK geologists.
Mark on the clocks the time
that each activity happens.

Geology joke:
One tectonic plate bumped
into another and said,
“Sorry, my fault!”

1

Up early today to arrive at a site in
Manchester at a quarter to seven.

2

We have a team conference call
at a quarter past nine to plan next
week’s site work.

3

Twenty minutes later, a drilling
crew has started work in Cardiff.

4

It is time for a tea break at half
past ten.

5

We get the first rock samples out
of the ground in Edinburgh at
twenty to twelve.

6

Our hard rock crew working in
Cornwall is having lunch at 13.00.

7

There is a report due with a
customer at 2.25 pm.

8

It is time to pack up the sampling
kits at ten to five.

9

The last team call of the day is
at 5.35 pm. Now it is time to get
some rest before another day with
the geologists.

Time

A FEW WORDS FROM THE RSK ECOLOGISTS
At RSK, we have lots of people who are experts on different types of
living creatures. Some of them have long names!
Ornithologists

They study and watch different types of birds.

Marine ecologists

They are interested in the mammals, such as dolphins, seals and whales, and the fish that
live in the seas and oceans.

Aquatic ecologists

They work with creatures that live in rivers, streams and lakes such as newts, frogs, otters
and freshwater fish like salmon.

Terrestrial ecologists

These ecologists work with land-based animals like badgers and bats.

Entomologists

These experts love insects, bugs and other creepy crawlies.

Botanists

Their expertise is with plants, trees and things that grow in soil.

Compound nouns
A compound noun is made up of two or more words, usually two, that make a new noun when they are put together.
For example, polar and bear make polar bear. Sea and shell make seashell. The new word can have a space, no space
or hyphens. Draw a line to match up the words to make new compound nouns. We did the first one for you.

butter

worm

grass

fish

earth

wig

lady

fly

jelly

-of-prey

dung

owl

bird

hopper

ear

beetle

barn

bird

Ecology joke:
What is the difference between a weasel and a stoat.
The weasel is weasily recognisable, while a stoat
is stotally different.

A simile is a figure of speech that compares two different things in an interesting way.
Can you match the phrase with the correct creature.
Choose from
As cunning as

fox

bat

As blind as a

bee

As light as a

bird

As busy as a

bug

As slippery as an

eel

As snug as a

feather

As wise as an

fox

As quiet as a

mouse

As free as a

owl

TIMES TABLES WITH THE RSK ARCHAEOLOGISTS
The RSK archaeology team has been digging around and has found an ancient riddle.
Help them to solve it by working out the solutions using your times tables. Each
calculation will give you a value for a letter. Match up the letters with the numbers below
to solve the riddle and make a short sentence. Good luck!

Example: 3 × 3 = 9= letter m

2×7=m

3×6=e

6×7=h

4×9=i

7×8=n

5×7=b

3 × 11 = d

9×3=a

7×3=s

8×5=r

8×8=u

5 × 12 = p

4×4=l

3×8=t

24

42

18

24

40

18

27

21

64

40

18

T
36

21

42

18

14

35

64

18

16

40

42

36

18

18

33

14

60

27

21

24

24

18

27

33

Now you have solved the riddle, you might need a map!
Rearrange these archaeological discoveries in order. Put the oldest first. Do not be afraid to ask a parent or a teacher
for help.
A bag of Roman gold coins
A woolly mammoth tusk
A bayonet from World War 1
A tooth from a Tyrannosaurus rex
An arrow made by a Viking
A sword owned by Henry the Eighth

Archaeology joke:
Most mothers tell their daughters to marry doctors. I told mine to marry an archaeologist
because the older she gets, the more interested he will be in her.

OUTSTANDING IN THEIR FIELDS!
1. RSK’s agricultural consultants work at a company called ADAS. Their job is to give information and help to farmers and
people who want to grow things on their rural land.
2. One day Farmer Brown called John at ADAS with an idea. Farmer Brown wanted to use his land to grow willow trees
that could provide fuel to heat people’s houses. Farmer Brown had read all about this in the latest magazine from the
Young Farmer’s Club.
3. When John went to visit, Farmer Brown said that he was worried that the field was too wet to grow the trees. He had
driven his tractor in that field and it got stuck in the mud.
4. John went to see all the fields. John took his favourite notebook with him. Farmer Brown was amazed to see him
writing so much down.
5. After he had stood in one of the fields for over an hour, John told Farmer Brown that the field would need a lot of work
if he wanted to grow trees. “Your field is so wet because the ditches are blocked,” John said. “We can make a plan for
you about making the drainage better so your tractor will not get stuck again.”
6. John then explained to Farmer Brown that if he used the fields for trees, he would have to wait at least three years
before he could make any money. John asked him, “Why do you want to grow willow trees?”
7. Farmer Brown answered, “I want to help the environment and I know that this is better than burning coal. I cannot wait
three years to make any money though. I might have to just be a sheep farmer instead.”
8. John had a great idea. The team from ADAS worked out an idea so that Farmer Brown could help the environment and
be a sheep farmer too. “We will help you with a plan for a solar farm. This is when solar panels are put in the field to make
electricity using the light and heat from the sun. The grass will still grow in the field, so the sheep can graze in the same
field. You will not have to wait for your money either because you can sell the electricity and lambs and wool.”
9. Farmer Brown was delighted. Six months later, the solar farm was working, his sheep were eating the grass and the
drainage plan from ADAS was a success. Farmer Brown told all the Young Farmers about John and now he is out standing
in another field.
Use a pen or highlighter to choose the correct answers.
1

Farmer Brown’s main idea in Paragraph 7 is
(a) to make money, (b) to help the planet or (c) to be a sheep farmer

2

The words “drainage plan” are in Paragraph 9. What is this for?
(a) to help water drain out of the field, (b) to unblock the drains at Farmer Brown’s house or (c) to change the
ditches because they are too old

3

Paragraph 3 says “He had driven his tractor”. Who is “he”?
(a) John, (b) Farmer Brown or (c) someone from the Young Farmer’s Club

4

In paragraph 8, what does the word solar mean?
(a) from the sun, (b) lonely or (c) single

5

From the text, how long will it take for Farmer Brown to grow willow trees?
(a) 6 months, (b) 1 hour or (c) 3 years

6

In paragraph 8, what does the word “graze” mean?
(a) walk, (b) sleep or (c) eat

7

In paragraph 1, what does the word “rural” means?
(a) countryside (b) town or (c) family

Agricultural joke:
The farmer allows walkers to cross the field
for free, but the bull charges!

PLANNING AN ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECT
At RSK, we are involved in a lot of environmental projects around the world. Our projects may be large and last for
several years or small and last for only a day. Anything can be a project. For example, planning a holiday or doing
a presentation for school can be a project. It is important to have a plan at the start. We would like you to plan
an environmental project that you can do at home. Use the template below to plan your project. Some ideas are
building a hedgehog house, finding ways to save energy or planting flowers, bushes or trees in your garden.

Project name – title
Name of project manager – who
Project description – a sentence describing what the
project is about
Project location – where are you doing the project?

Start date
Expected finish date
Equipment needed – tell us which tools, supplies and
materials you will be using

Project team – who else is helping you with the project?

Key activities – what tasks need to be completed –
how will you do the project. It is important to list these
activities in the order you need to do them.

Budget – how much will the project cost? Did you or
anyone in your team need to buy anything to do the
project or maybe you are a really good recycler so you
do not have to spend any money.

Botany joke:
How do trees get on the internet?
They log in.

MAP READING SKILLS
If you are interested in the environment, its useful to be able
to read a map. It will help you to find your way to interesting
things and places.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Look at the site map on the previous page and work out what is
on the site at the following coordinates.
No.

Question

1

RSK has been called to investigate an oil spill near a farm that is close to a river.
Where is the spill located?

2

The oil spill was caused by a leak from some power cables at a pylon.
Where is this pylon located?

3

The archaeologists are investigating some old bones and have reported finding dinosaur
footprints. Where did they find these?

4

An RSK ecologist is surveying for bats in the woods. Where should he look for the bat’s
roost?

5

Write down the coordinates of where the river starts.
And where it ends.

6

Where do the two roads meet on the map?

7

What is located at B9?

8

The farmer has a large area planted for commercial harvesting of
What are the coordinates of the most southerly part of the area?

9

The council wants to build a recreation park in one of the squares. Can you recommend
a good location?

10

Why did you choose this location?

Geography joke:
A good geography teacher should never be able to tell a pupil to get lost.

Number

Letter

ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
Hour hand
Minute hand

ECOLOGY WORDS: butterfly, grasshopper, earthworm, ladybird, jellyfish, dung beetle, bird-of-prey, earwig, barn owl
As cunning as a fox

As busy as a bee

As wise as an owl

As blind as a bat

As slippery as an eel

As quiet as a mouse

As light as a feather

As snug as a bug

As free as a bird

TIMES TABLES

Example: 3 × 3 = 9= letter o

2 × 7 = 14 m

3 × 6 = 18 e

6 × 7 = 42 h

4 × 9 = 36 i

7 × 8 = 56 n

5 × 7 = 35 b

3 × 11 = 33 d

9 × 3 = 27 a

7 × 3 = 21 s

8 × 5 = 40 r

8 × 8 = 64 u

5 × 12 = 60 p

4 × 4 = 16 l

3 × 8 = 24 t
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d

9, G

A tooth from a Tyrannosaurus rex. Oldest
A woolly mammoth tusk
A bag of golden Roman coins
An arrow made by a Viking
A sword owned by Henry the Eighth
A bayonet from World War 1. Youngest
OUTSTANDING IN THEIR FIELDS: 1b, 2a, 3b, 4a, 5c, 6c, 7a
MAPPING SKILLS
1.

5, D

2.

6, C

3.

4, A

4.

6.

4, H

7.

Owl

8.

10, D

3D or 3F or 5F

10.

1, E and 5, E

Choose location near to roads and rivers or forest for the best scenic location. Avoid animal locations.

WHERE WE WORK

WE HOPE YOU ENJOYED USING THESE RESOURCES.
IF YOU WANT TO KNOW ABOUT RSK AND ITS WORK,
YOU CAN FIND OUT MORE AT www.rskgroup.com.
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